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A Puerto Rican Dance Festival
- Matthew Johnson
Despite the pan-fried heat of late summer
Having long depleted the colors out of the green
On a festive San Juan street,
Brown people, lots of them,
Acrobatic, flirtatious and melting into all sorts of possibilities,
Volley themselves as couples lift each other,
Flying in an air of carnival and musical vibration,
Soaking the sky with smiles beaded in sweat.
In the waning stage light of sundown,
Dancing bodies press in and sway, leaning on from fatigue,
And are ready to put to bed, muscles, as well the eyes of lovers.

At Adam’s Farm
- Bob McAfee
you spend your days
among the eggplants and buttercup squash,
black earth beneath your fingernails, genuflect
on a green Walmart kneeler, weeding
snap peas and tomatillos, deacon zinnias
and nasturtiums attracting aphids and squash bugs
away from the cucurbits, bright cosmos and sunflowers
welcoming butterflies and billy bees,
bird netting carefully shrouding plumped
strawberries. All is as it should be: rows and rows
of seated parishioners, honest herbs and sweet succulents,
colorful immigrants such as Bok choy and Asian long red beans,
babels of languages, buzzings and chirpings of the choir
of red winged blackbirds nesting in the high grass
outside the garden fence, along with the coloraturas
of tree swallows warbling in the branches above.
I ask if you believe in God. You reply each night
I go home tired as hell but with this feeling
of satisfaction. For a moment I wonder
if you heard the question, but then I realize you did.

Blindsided
- Judy DeCroce
I find pain
like a tongue to a loose tooth.
Is life all luck or fate;
love or unexpected emptiness?
There is a week,
then a season,
distractions, commitments,
an errand, and some time filled.
Suddenly with a sound, a flash,
a returning memory of you,
I catch my breath,
and, once again,
am blindsided.

Calliope
- Michael Sandler
Tug of winter thought
on summer moorings,
it’s nearly evening,
as over boardwalk slats
a lone cyclist clatters
while tendrils of a chill
eddy from the Atlantic, clouds
wrapping sky in muted light,
voices muffled by the breakers…
Mother’s voice beckoning us
to shore as if the start
of school could counteract
the weightlessness of waves
with a ballast of instruction;
voice of a hawker,
Three for a dollar,
threading past a few stragglers
and disappearing
into a beep-beep
of taillights, radios
tuned to summer’s threnody;
the ocean voicing a reprise…
Redolence of old lotion, salt,
sand clinging to our toes
as we trudge behind her
past overflowing trash bins
and a vacant lifeguard hut.
She isn’t moved by the wind
piping like a far-off calliope
or by my voice imploring,
Just one more day?

Cataracts
- Lorrie Ness
from this distance
red leaves may as well be berries
& i am no less right
now that my eyes have aged.
the idea is judgment improves
with time. the idea is
a tree line rubbed raw
in the haze —
a low fog milking further
up the valley
& you, running faster
into its clouds. your body
eclipsed, before your voice
can fade. shouting back
that a red barn reclines
across the pond,
how a heron’s legs
quiver through its wood.
& you are no less right
barreling forward
toward the illusion
that you see.

Heron
- Grace Massey
the heron is my mother
legs of straw, blue
ashen shadow of a bird,
eyes distant lakes
focused on an undiscovered shore
the heron
is my child, haunting
moss-covered rocks
beneath a shattered bridge
that no one dare cross
the heron is me
twigs for legs
humped back, paper
skin beneath a smattering
of feathers
I have often watched the heron
rise, great cobalt
wings circling, soaring
to infinite streams
cerulean shores yet returning
for today at least, catching
a minnow to flick
into its graceful throat,
drying its magnificent wings
in the sun

Black as the Color of My True Love's Hair
-Len Kazmer

March 12th
- Leah Hearne
Everyone has left,
only tumbleweeds reside here now.
Movie posters peel off brick walls
and leave behind ghost-white residue.
Potholes fill with black rainwater
and spit the mirror image of nothing.
Trash cans vomit plastic into gutters
like sea-sick sailors off the side of a ship.
Yellow light streams from streetlamps
irradiating the still-life painting.
Soon, the sidewalks are green
as mother nature claims her rightful ground.
Trees rustle with each gust of wind
the loudest sound in the neighborhood.
Rain mystifies the asphalt roads,
bewitching the city with its spell.
Envelopes spill out mailboxes
joining the rats and cigarette butts below.
Evening fades into darkness
and night overtakes the silent scene.
The bug eyes of paralyzed cars
stare eerily at the camera.
Sitting on your couch, you turn off the TV
thinking this isn’t real until you believe it.

Meeting in Residential Care
- Jeremy J. Sutton
The failing bulb
in grandma’s green hurricane lamp
stutters in the darkest corner of the basement.
We meet in secret, frequently sitting around
her mahogany and rosewood drum table.
Her fingers fumble the drawer, opening to the sepia photo of him.
She eyes him beneath the single crepuscular sun ray
piercing through the gap between the hand sewn drapes
hung above the window well.
The sunbeam stretches across the dark concrete floor.
She smiles and looks up to ask me something important,
but pauses, shuts his portrait in the drawer,
then proceeds to inquire
if I will hike to the waterfalls this afternoon.

Newsprint
- Lois Greene Stone
Sections were settled on the edge of a workspace. Informative but not newsworthy,
they’d be spread on a kitchen table and looked at when I wanted; the first segment of the daily
newspaper was political, or eventful, or reportage insisting on attention.
As the milk was making cold cereal slightly soggy, I read of worldly incidents and
continued to wonder why only the years were different as people hurting other people, plus
power, were not really changing. The evolution from bows and arrows to nuclear seemed to
show ‘progress’ - a finger on a button could eradicate en masse without even having to look into
the eyes of a targeted person.
My husband’s breakfast news comes from the voice of Alexa; this pretend-human briefs
him on local and national occurrences. I continue folding the large newsprint, bending it into
smaller segments; often, with some editorial’s words, I use an orange-color highlight pen to later
discuss with him.
A ballpoint and a highlighter are included in my routine as I discard the universal news
and pull out the Arts, for example. I’ll notice the featured painter, then remember the color photo
from my Art Minor days as an undergraduate. I tint many sentences I’ll discuss, via email, with
my younger sister, a docent at an established museum. In a margin, I’ll note that this was not
impressionist work and why was the artist considered part of that genre! Pulling out decades-old
art books, with black and white pictures, I’ll look up the specific painter. Oh, he was friends with
impressionists and included via association. I’ll mark up the margin again with my thoughts.
That old textbook is also marked in its margins but no highlighter existed then so only my
underlines in South Sea blue liquid ink denote what seemed important or needed to be
questioned.
A play is reviewed; the critic traveled to another state to see it performed and wondered
why it had not been revived on Broadway. If readers were in driving distance, the trip was worth
the effort as the production plus subject matter were so excellent. This article, a catalyst, causes
me to remember summer stock theatre so very long ago, just about the time that television was
beginning to appear in some homes. A venue in the Pocono Mountains accepted my older sister,
then a teen, for her talent. A barn was the theatre; I went horseback riding not far from the barn
during an afternoon we’d driven to see an evening performance in which she appeared. Names
destroyed later by McCarthy were fine actors and accessible people. The place even performed a
musical called “Good News” although dramas or comedies were easier to stage. I might have
asked my older sister now if she remembered, were she now alive.
As these sections, selectively saved, lower in height, a new batch begins weekly and, in
many cases, I tear out a complete page putting it aside for more detailed reading, and, of course,
arguing or agreeing in the margins near each paragraph.
I do embrace technology when it enhances my life or makes me more physically
comfortable. If it helps tasks, or offers emotional security, it, too, is welcome. I taught myself to
use the first IBM-PC in 1981-82. As a writer, and then college teacher of English Composition, it
was worth the struggle, and the nine-pin dot matrix printer was as much a wonder as the very
first television set that came into my parents’ home. My students knew nothing yet of this device.

An untethered land-line phone, with speaker enhancement, allowed me to cook a meal while
conversing with someone. The pager my husband carried at work meant instant communication
even though it was merely a signal to call home. Air conditioning stretched comfort, and harddrives altered computer’s difficulty. Who could have imagined useless 78-rpm records, or pay
telephone booths being obsolete?
Yes, the traditional newspaper is on Artificial Intelligence. But I can’t ‘save’ the data, or
write on that device, or tear out a page with sections so important for the moment that I want to
share them. Still able to be delivered to my door, print, for me, is still...well, tangible.

No way you’re seventy-five
- JoAnn DiFranco
“No way you’re seventy-five. I should look half so good at your age,” giggles the young
receptionist at the senior center who signs me up for the Wednesday morning yoga class.
The compliment pleases me. After all, for the past many years, I have exercised, watched
my diet, dyed my hair, dressed stylishly, and, of course, never left the house without a quick
smear of lipstick. Nothing old about me.
Later I am not so smug when, flushed with embarrassment at a lunch with friends, I
stutter, “Oh, of course, I know who wrote the book. I loved it. Read it at least three times.”
My friends smile. “Senior moment?” smirks one.
The conversation moves on as I mutter, “Give me a moment. It’ll come to me.” It does,
three hours later, when, watching Frozen with my grandchildren, I suddenly blurt out, “Margaret
Mitchell. She wrote Gone with the Wind.” The children, totally immersed in the film, do not even
turn to look at me.
When I am ready to head home, I can’t find my car keys. “I know I put them in my
pocket. I must be losing it.”
“Think backwards, Grandma,” says my ten-year-old granddaughter confidently. “Like
what were you doing a minute ago, and then before that, and then before that. And then before
that.”
Her method works. I go back in time to the minute I walked into the house, my tote bag
slung over one shoulder, a box of Dunkin’ Donuts in my right hand, and the book, which I hoped
to finish while the kids watched a movie, in my left. Sure enough, I spy my bag on the kitchen
table. No keys inside. The donut box, empty, pokes out of the garbage pail. And the book? There
it sits on the table next to the rocking chair. And on the same table – my keys.
A non-judgmental solution comes from a child rather than jibes, although levelled good
humoredly by my own peers, at the foibles of the aged. I think back to the morning and my
appreciation of the compliment made by the young woman at the senior center, comments in
reaction to my lack of traits most often associated with old age – white hair, wrinkled skin, bent
posture. Because I negated that stereotypical portrait, she felt comfortable teasing and flattering
me. Wonder what she might think now if she saw me frantically trying to remember where I put
my keys?
How often have I allowed others, and sometimes myself, to consider those who aren’t
members of the sorority/fraternity for the “Still Young in Mind and Body” as fair game for
negative ageist stereotyping, while admiring and respecting those who had, genetically in many
cases, just lucked out. How much of my own self-esteem is dependent on my being perceived as
physically attractive, mentally sharp, healthy, independent and productive?
Look, no one wants to be considered old. Frailty, dementia, illness, dependence and
loneliness terrify us. Perhaps that’s what awaits us; perhaps not. No one knows the future.
However, we do know the present. In my present, a child sees nothing more unusual in a search
for Grandma’s car keys than the half hour she and I spent looking for her misplaced flip-flop.
In my present, I am tired of buying into age stereotyping, both positive and negative. Too
many of us abandon our peers because they look or act old. And too many of us direct decisions
about our lives to the goal of hearing, “You don’t look your age one bit.”
Once home, with my car keys safely stowed in my bag, I sit down to create a short list.
Sort of like New Year’s Day resolutions for the “golden years” ahead.

Stop drawing attention to senior issues. Saying, “Uh-oh, senior moment,” invites agerelated stereotyping.
Avoid products, birthday cards and gag gifts that poke fun at older people. Consider that
ageist jokes are just as inappropriate as racist or sexist jokes.
Challenge marketers who use fear tactics to emphasize the helplessness of those caught in
the “clutches of old age:” the moaning old lady who has fallen down a flight of stairs, the old
man who can’t hear his son’s voice. Real concerns for many? Sure. But the ads are so negative
and depressing. Let’s demand ads that address seniors as practical, intelligent and savvy. How?
With our pocketbooks.
Stop being flattered by “nice” nonsense remarks. This is a tough one. Everyone likes a
compliment. But think about it. Feeling good about words that imply that some of us do not
appear debilitated enough to qualify as seventy-five-year-olds. What’s good about that?
Lastly, face reality. Seventy-five is not the new fifty. Seventy-five is still seventy-five.
Accept it. Embrace it. Live it.

Rising
- John L. Stanizzi
Asleep with thunder, asleep with lightning, asleep with the wet blanket of rain.
Lightning flashes the color of the day in dreams.
Morning with its slow breathing, its bright tunnel of reminiscences
and surprise, the ghost of imaginings silently opening the door.
Is it cooler in the shadow under the leaf?
In the water stains left in the wood by the storm?
Twenty sparrows like one sparrow.
There are tracks in the sky where the birds have flown.
Silver spotted skippers dance in the close air around the butterfly bush,
touch down on purple blossoms and quietly applaud.
Questions asked near the shadow of the fence,
its reflection in the pond, vanishing and reappearing over and over.
The day moving forward, slow and enormous
and exactly like this just this once.
Morning with its wrinkled sheets, stiffness in the body,
and the bones of the absolute in a heap by the door.

Searchlights
- Joanne Durham
I lift letters from the attic box lined
with must and mildew.
No hints linger of lavender
that once perfumed its contents.
I read the promise
stitched on the garden-painted lid surround yourself with the powers
of the earth a box full of buds opening
from childhood to woman,
journals scrawled with unfinished
sentences, faded photos and
small ceramic lighthouses
from bottom shelves
of thrift stores, already relics
of someone else’s past. I had lined
them on my windowsill, beacons
shining in the dark sea to save me
from crashing into jutting rocks
and shoals. The letters
say I smashed into many ‒ loves
that shipwrecked when I couldn’t
steer through icebergs
of silence or indifference,
parents worried about a daughter
who seldom called.
I reclaim her sunken treasures
through slanting lines
of light that drift
through attic blinds,
I wouldn’t want to be her again
but I honor her
for searching for her power

Stuck
- Sarah Mackey Kirby
The morning shines its music as though
we’re not all wedged between our
dusty pick-up-truck blur and all the dreams
that were supposed to take us someplace else.
We sleep through the wildflowers. Listen to rain
beat down roofs in its uneven rhythm. It hurts us
too bad to know it’s summer. Eastern Parkway’s
trees line crooked sidewalks as we, shadow-eyed,
commute breathless, without realizing we’re driving
to work, or the grocery, or home. We watch pretty girls
and smile as boys whose eyes sparkle slide their
hands to the smalls of backs, the way we all once knew.
Cynicism sneaks up fast. We stare as cardinals and
robins cling to branches, and clouds move through
the lilac throat of dusk. The arm by the train tracks
begins to close as the alarm sounds. These thoughts.
Some days we know how good people can
do hurtful things when desperation turns to knots.
And we understand a little better how tempting
it is, those seconds, that flashing inch beyond the rust.

The Final Lockdown
- Antoni Ooto
Even God must be done ‒
listening to wishes, regrets,
which bully us while
tricking our way through.
How small can lives get?
Watching,
that phantom sail leaving ‒
at the edge
of a boring grey sea.
Out there toward a place where
old memories struggle,
the ones left with breath and hope
still riding the tide.

Two Wills
- Frank Scozzari

The big C-130 Hercules came thundering down through the clouds, its broad, silver wings
glistening in the African sunlight. The four huge Allison engines roared as the plane found its
altitude, pulled up and leveled. Ahead, through the narrow cockpit window, Jake Henley could see
the mountain pass, a distinct V-shaped notch in the ridge.
“Is that it?” he shouted.
Kamifu, his Tanzanian aide, leaned in over his shoulder and looked. “Yes, Mr. Jake. That is
it.”
“How far from there?”
“Three dakikas.”
“Minutes, Kamifu. How many minutes?”
“Not many minutes, Mr. Jake.”
Jake looked back at Kamifu’s black face but could only see white eyes flashing and
scraggly white chin hairs. “About how many?”
“About ten. You stay low. Must get very low, or they shoot us out of the sky. Boom! Wafu
— we dead.”
“Well, we don’t want that.”
They had left Nairobi four hours earlier, at the crack of dawn, and now the sun was high
and bright and shone sharply off the silvery nose of the plane. The glare caused Jake to squint, even
from behind the shield of his dark sunglasses. Kamifu, however, seemed unaffected by the bright
rays. A lifetime beneath the savannah’s hot sun had hardened his pupils and produced a natural
ultraviolet filter. Jake glanced out the side window and could see the African landscape streaming
by. There were groves of acacia trees and a river and some small lakes. And now the land was
beginning to rise sharply beneath them, sloping up toward the mountain pass ahead.
“You stay low,” Kamifu said again.
“Okay Kamifu, we stay low.” Jack pushed the steering yoke forward, and the plane dipped.
Kamifu lurched forward, clinging to the back of Jake’s seat to keep his balance. The engines roared
like lions, and the plane lifted slightly, rising with the earth. The altimeter faithfully held at 150
feet.
“That was good, Mr. Jake,” Kamifu said, showing his broad, white-toothed smile.
“It wasn’t intentional, Kamifu.”
“What?”
“Never mind.”
“I go now. Get ready for drop.”
“How will I know? How will I know where to find the mark?”
“You will know, Mr. Jake. There will be a space, wide as the savannah itself. No problem.
Trust me.”
Henley frowned.
“I get ready, okay?”
“Yeah, you do that.”
Kamifu’s tall shadow disappeared into the darkness of the cargo hull while Jake nervously
locked both hands onto the yoke and fixed his hazel eyes on the cockpit window. He felt flush, hot
even. He pulled open the side window, let the air rush in and blow his sandy-brown hair into wild
little swirls. His heart pounded, pumping like a speedy metridome. He glanced up at a photograph

of a young woman paper-clipped to a wire above the cockpit window. She stood next to an acacia
tree with two Maasai children by her side. Ahead was blue sky as he approached the top of the
ridge. The vintage plane rattled about him; the engines hummed smoothly on either side. With
slow, skillful movements, he pointed the nose up through the V-shaped gap in the ridge.
Back in the cargo hull, Kamifu cranked the bomb-bay door open. His lean, wiry frame
leaned into it, pulling down hard on the crank-lever. The rear doors slowly widened, and as they
did, the sound of wind rushing into the hull increased in volume and ferocity, as did the sound of
the engines. He was dressed in shorts and a green army tunic, and the wind coming in the bay door
whipped the cloth material against his thighs and the sleeves on his arms. With one last long crank
he locked the bomb-bay door lever in place. Then he staggered to the edge of the opened ramp and
looked down.
The good African earth rushed by — rugged terrain speckled with green acacia trees and the
gnarled tops of baobab, rising to boulder-strewn slopes and rocky cliffs. In the plane, stacked on
freight pallets, were the cargo bins, queued-up on huge roller coaster rails that led out the rear
ramp. He walked back to the first bin and patted its plywood side. “You go down to my people,
now,” he said. Then in Swahili, “Tufanye sote bidii. With hearts strong and true. You make them
well.” His eyes were laughing, and a soft smile came to his face. One hand on the drop lever,
Kamifu stood and waited. Through the gaping rear doors, he could see the mountainside rapidly
ascending.
On the ground, just beyond the notch in the mountains, dug in trenches beneath large
camouflaged netting, were several members of the Hutu militia, Interhamwe. All former regulars of
the Rwandese Army, they fought now against the new government and the Forces Armees
Rwandaises. They were the ones which had taken part in the great genocide, the bloodbath of
Africans killing Africans which had split the country in civil war. On their hands was the blood of
thousands of Tutsies, hacked with machetes or shot with guns, the same guns they held now against
a lone steel beast coming rapidly their way.
High on a mound of earth stood their young Lieutenant, Kayomba. He, as the others, still
wore the war-torn uniforms from the old regime. He held a pair of binoculars in one hand and
pointed skyward with a handgun in the other. “Sikisa! Hapo!” he shouted in Swahili. “Over there!”
They could hear the plane’s engines coming, and, with his direction, the soldiers turned,
focused and pointed their rifles just above the southern outcropping of rocks. They had one vintage
Browning fifty-caliber machinegun, which swiveled on its tripod in the direction of the
approaching sound.
“Ngojea angu amrisha!” Lieutenant Kayomba yelled. “Wait for my command!” His large
black hand held his handgun high to the southeast sky.
The droning of the turboprop engines drew louder and out of nowhere, flying barely above
the shallow of the ridge, the sleek, silvery belly of the huge C-130 emerged bright and large.
“Sasa!” Lieutenant Kayomba screamed. “Now!” And simultaneously he pulled the trigger
on his handgun, repeatedly, following the belly of the plane as it flashed across the blue Rwandan
sky. Likewise, the men with the rifles and the machine gunner fired, all in unison, tracking the huge
plane. The sound of their guns spattered and popped like a long string of Chinese firecrackers.
But the plane came in so low and fast it was gone before they hit it. Mostly they were firing
at the tail as it trailed away. Lieutenant Kayomba dropped an empty clip, slapped in another, and
fired a few more rounds at the distancing plane. Then he lowered his handgun and watched as it
sped away, its wings weaving back and forth as it dropped low into the valley beyond.

“Chafu taka ngurauwe!” he hollered. “Filthy pigs!” Then he looked down at the young
soldier behind the machinegun. Incompetence leads to defeat, he thought. Cursing himself, he
stomped to the soldier and whacked him with an open hand on the back of his head.
Inside the plane, the rapid pinging of hundreds of rounds whacking through the metal frame
and ricocheting from side to side had caused Jake to duck down impulsively. He listened until the
pings slowly diminished. When they had completely ceased, he yelled back into the cargo bay,
“Kamifu! We made it!”
Ahead the savannah opened like a huge curtain, filling the 180° view of the cockpit. Below
him, approaching rapidly and moving on the ground like a giant wave, rippling as if made of
velvet, was a vast, colorful sea of humanity. Thousands of refugees had gathered there in this
valley between the mountains. They had made the week-long journey out of Rwanda to the
northern border of Tanzania to evade genocide and starvation.
Looks like a million ants, Jake thought. It is a million ants! And there, in the center of it all,
as Kamifu promised, was a long wide lane, cleared by the ground crew for the drop. Kamifu was
right. You have to get low, real low, or the bins would crush the crowd.
Jake pushed forward on the yoke, then pulled up and leveled at an altitude of barely 500
feet. As the plane thundered over the refugees, he saw the people clearly and their garments of red
and yellows and blues. There, in the middle, a tall, thin African woman stood above the crowd, her
arms outstretched skyward, holding a baby toward the plane. As he flew over, he turned his head
and watched her pivot the baby in his direction. He looked forward. The drop zone was before him.
Jake took hold of the intercom transceiver and called to Kamifu. “Get ready buddy! We’re
coming up on it. I’ll give you the mark.”
Slowly, steadily, holding the transceiver in his right hand, he leveled the wings and lined
the nose up in the center of the long clearing. The ground, rushing by in a blurry mix of colorful
garments, suddenly parted as though by the will of Moses. Then there was nothing but barren earth
with the shadow of the plane skirting over it.
“NOW!” he shouted into the transceiver. “Now, Kamifu! Let ’em go!”
Jake concentrated, holding the plane as steady as he could, trying to give Kamifu as clean
and clear a lane as possible. He anticipated the cargo-bumping a pilot would normally feel when
dropping cargo aft, but it never came. He tried to look back from the side window, but the swell of
the plane’s wide body obstructed his view. He placed the transceiver back into its bracket, widened
the window, removed his sunglasses, and stuck his head all the way out, so far that the wind
flattened the hair on the back of his head. Now, the angle providing sufficient vision to the rear of
the plane, he could see the tail of the plane and the long clearing trailing aft, but no cargo bins fell
to the ground.
What the hell? He grabbed the microphone and repeated the command; “Now, Kamifu!
NOW!” He stuck his head back out the window, looking and waiting, the transceiver still in his
hand, but he saw nothing. In front of him the clearing was coming to an end, beyond which was an
outcropping of rocks, which rose abruptly from the savannah.
“Kamifu,” he shouted into the transceiver. “Can you hear me?” He looked at the transceiver
and thumped it against the console. Then, speaking into it again, he yelled, “Can you hear me?”
The rise in the earth was coming up quickly. He shouted into the microphone: “Hold up,
Kamifu! I’ll come back around.” He slapped the transceiver back into its bracket.
The massive river of refugees below suddenly swallowed up the clearing. He pulled back
on the yoke. As the engines roared, and the nose of the cargo-heavy plane rose steeply above the

outcropping of rocks, he saw a flash of light. Then a second flash. Jake knew he had been fired
upon. Coming directly at him from the outcropping of rocks at a tremendous speed were two
fireballs, each trailing long curly tails of smoke.
“Holy shit!” He cranked the yoke hard left. The engines screamed. The frame chattered and
wreaked, and both missiles skimmed past skyward on his starboard side and headed toward the sun.
Jake trembled., and sweat poured down his face and neck. His mouth was dry and parched. “I
should have taken that job flying for UPS,” he mumbled to himself.
Now swinging wide westward, he was back on the transceiver. “Kamifu! Come in, damn
it!” Again, there was no response. Jake stared at the transceiver and then tossed it down. He had
gained enough altitude now to clear the rugged mountains to the west. He leveled the wings,
headed straight for Zaire, and put on the autopilot. Then he scrambled aft down the cluttered
connecting corridor, climbing over cables and boxes.
The cargo hull was howling with wind. Immediately he could see that the floor was riddled
with tiny holes for bright pencil-thin columns of light shone up through them. Across the bay
Kamifu lay flat near the drop lever, blood streaming from his long body and sprayed about the floor
and walls, whipped by the wind.
Jake staggered forward, bracing himself against the hull. He dropped to Kamifu’s side and
shook him. Kamifu’s cotton shirt flapped wildly in the updraft, but he did not move. “Hold on!”
Jake cried. But it was useless, he knew. He was gone.
Jake, back in the pilot seat, was ready to kill someone, or something. He screamed and
slammed his palm against the steering wheel. “Those dirty bastards! Those dirty, dirty bastards!”
The plane had gone far beyond the pilgrimage now. Rushing below was only the dry
African earth and the wide shadow of the plane’s body and wings. He released the autopilot and
turned the yoke so that the plane made a long, arching curve southwest.
He was alone now, without the aid of his trusty friend. And there was no one on the ground
who could help him. He considered abandoning the mission and heading back to Nairobi. He was
not a soldier. He was only a volunteer in a faraway land. He looked at the photograph, the female
stared back at him. “Okay, Jake Henley,” he muttered. “You’re going to do this.”
He continued in his long, arching curve, eventually going from southwest to due south. In
the time it took to turn the plane around, he had traveled a considerable distance from the large
savannah where the refugees had gathered, and from the mountain-pass where Lieutenant Kayomba
and his men waited with their guns. It gave him time to consider how best to do this. He could not
approach from the east or west, he knew, for the clearing ran north and south, narrowly between the
waves of refugees. He could not make the drop in the foothills east or west, because it might fall
into the hands of the Interhamwe, the enemy, or it could cause a stampede of some kind whereby,
without the guidance of the ground crew, hundreds could be crushed and killed. Coming from the
north he would have to contend with the steep out-cropping of rocks and the surface-to-air missiles
again, and there’d be miles of open-air exposure before and after arriving at the drop-zone, giving
the assailants plenty of time to see him coming and take aim. No, from the south was the only way,
over Lieutenant Kayomba and his band of soldiers with small arms fire. They would never expect
him, Jake thought. No one would be so crazy to fly over that again. And flying low as he did
before, he knew their firing window would be short and quick and more focused on the tail, not at
the engines.
He looked at the fuel gauge. It was down to a quarter. “Besides, there’s not enough fuel to
go all the way back north and get back to Nairobi,” he said to himself. He straightened the plane in
the direction of the range of brown mountains from which he had flown in over from Kenyatta

Airport, and when he was far enough south, beyond earshot of the soldiers, he turned the plane
back north again. In his mind he thought of Kamifu; his smiling, white-toothed face, and then
laying dead in the cargo hull the next. He saw the tall thin African woman on the ground, holding
her baby high up toward the plane. And he looked at the photograph of the young woman again, as
though to give him strength.
Lieutenant Kayomba stood as before. He had watched the plane, a sliver speck on the
horizon, narrowly evade the surface-to-air missiles. And he had followed it west until it
disappeared beyond the skyline of mountains. At first, he thought it was heading to Kinshasa, the
capital of Congo, or perhaps on a long, looping route back north and east to Nairobi over the Great
Rift Valley and Lake Victoria. So, he was surprised to hear the distant droning of the engines
coming just west of them. Binoculars to his face, he scanned the horizon and saw the plane several
kilometers off, popping in and out of view beyond the mountains. He watched it head further south
until it was finally gone behind the ridge. Then he raised his hand for his soldiers to see him,
pointed in the direction of the plane and shouted in Swahili; “Andaliwa! Be ready!”
He scurried down to the soldier behind the machinegun, shoved him aside and took hold of
the trigger-grips. The sound of the engines drew steadily closer. They could hear the plane
approaching from the south, but could not see it. All stood poised and ready, this time their
weapons pointed in the direction where they knew it would come from.
Jake was afraid but remembered Kamifu’s words: “Keep it low, keep very low.” He reached
up and touched the photo of the young woman, and he said, “Be with me now, baby.”
The mountain pass approached at a phenomenal pace, something akin to the streaking
terrain in the viewfinder of a Star Wars video game. He had decided not to make it easy for them.
He’d come in from a slightly different angle, and drop even lower. He throttled up as the mountain
walls approached on either side. The aged, metal frame rattled and creaked from the tremendous
torque of the lift. The plane followed the contour of the earth as would a skillful bird. Coming up in
the cockpit windows was the low V-notch in the mountains. Then, holding the yoke straight out
before him, both hands fisted, he let out a loud, involuntary cry.
The huge silver bottom of the plane flashed white over Lieutenant Kayomba and his men.
As soon as it appeared they let loose a volley of hundreds of rounds, pounding the steel belly and
fuselage and the wing undercarriage. Their guns followed the plane the best they could, but it was
nearly impossible as they had to swing their rifles from south to north in one fast, fluid motion.
From the plane’s cockpit, the fire spitting from the soldier’s gun barrels looked like the
flashing bulbs of a hundred press cameras. Jake cringed at the sound of all the bullets ripping
through the metal. It was all about him now. The pinging seemed to sustain even longer than
before. But, like before, it was concentrated toward the tail-end of the ship. One of the right
engines sputtered, tossed some smoke, but kept going. Thirty seconds, and then a minute passed
and the pinging subsided. One last ping against the rear fuselage and he heard no more. Jake
pushed the yoke further forward and followed down the contour of the earth, sometimes only a
matter of feet above pinnacles of rocks and craggy outcrops. Then, with the vast savannah
spreading out before him, he leveled the plane and got some air between him and the earth.
Coming up rapidly was the huge exodus of refugees, and he could see the long, beautiful
clearing opened by the ground crew. He dropped in low above them, holding steady, and lined up
the wings. He watched the altimeter until it was perfectly level. Then he clicked on the autopilot
and leaped to the rear.

The plane bounced turbulently as Jake scrambled through the connecting corridor. He
stepped carefully over Kamifu’s body, glancing down briefly at his lifeless face, to the edge of the
bomb bay where the drop lever was located. The wind rushing up from the opening took his hair
straight back. Beneath him, flashing by in the gapping cargo bay doors, he could see the thousands
of colorful shawls and tunics, and the thousands of heads squeezed together. Then, just as
suddenly, came ground, only ground, and no people.
He grabbed the drop lever and yanked down on it. The cargo bins began to come down the
rails. The first one dropped off the rear ramp, snapped taught its static line and pulled free from it.
The parachute ballooned open and the crate drifted down toward the earth. “Yeah!” Jake blurted.
Then came the next food bin, and the next, each staggered on their freight pallets, coming
down the rollers, dropping out the rear doors, and snapping free of their static line. Jake watched
for a minute as each beautiful white parachute blossomed open and drifted downward, one after
another. Then he scurried back to the cockpit, climbed into the pilot seat and clicked off the auto
pilot. The view was a relief. The outcropping of rocks from which the missiles had been fired
before was still a distance away. He had timed it well. No need to rush, he told himself. Finish the
drop. Then pull off east.
He glanced back, out the side window. Beneath the tail of the plane the big, beautiful white
parachutes continued blossoming and drifting downward and hitting the ground. The last parachute
opened; its cargo crate drifted quickly to the ground. Jake watched, giving it time, seeing no more
crates coming out, watching the last one hit the ground, seeing it plow up a cloud of dust, seeing
that cloud rise and cover the activity on the ground.
He cranked the throttle and turned the yoke hard right and back. The engines lifted the huge
C-130 swiftly. Then the plane flattened into a course due east. Jake swung his head around and
looked back at the outcropping of rocks. He saw nothing coming from it. “YES! YES!” he shouted,
pounding his fist on the control panel.
He could feel his body shaking all over, the adrenalin was still pumping through his veins.
He held the yoke straight, throttle all the way down, wanting to get as far away from the rocks as he
could, as quickly as he could. When he reached a distance of several kilometers, he began to think
about it. It seemed the drop had gone well, but he was not sure. He wanted to see how it had gone.
He wanted to be sure he had done it right. He wanted to see the fruits of his labor. He began turning
the plane in a big half-circle, back toward the drop site. He could do this safely, he thought. He
could come in perpendicular, from east to west, in a way he knew he would be at a safe distance
from gunfire. In a matter of minutes, the plane had turned completely. Slowly unrolling before him
was the massive congregation of refugees—legions of them, now seemingly coming together as one.
Jake dropped the plane down low. Then even lower, coming in and skimming over the top
of the crowd. He looked out his side window, the warm air rushing in against his young face. He
could see the people in their colorful garments swarming the cargo bins. He could see the wooden
cargo crates, broken open, and pails of golden grain and corn being shoveled out. He could see the
project workers, one standing atop an opened crate beneath a white safari hat, a thousand hands
reaching up to him. He could see all the people cramming together, all the colors becoming one.
And there, coming up rapidly off the port side of the plane, was the African woman, her baby held
high in her outstretched arms, triumphantly toward the plane.

Untamed
- Nancy Jentsch
Unbar the gate and board the path
through greening grass to unwind time.
Prize what lies untamed below ground,
what rots, then nourishes latent roots.
Honor dry-stacked walls of rocks,
steeped for eons under the long-gone
sea that revered sun and stars, bowed
daily to moon’s whims, and when trees
flourished, passed shadow pictures
laced with limbs on to solid ground.
Parse the path, the walls, the gate,
bathed tonight in well-travelled moonlight.
This, our penchant for taming ‒ a finger
snap in Earth’s galaxy of days.

Winning Numbers
- Rob Granader
What’s the first thing you would do if you won a million dollars? It wasn’t a question
Ray asked or answered. Which was surprising for a guy who played the numbers five days a
week. So, when $850,000 showed up in their bank account ‒ because you always take the lump
sum, never the fifteen-year payout ‒ he only wanted to spend it as fast as he could.
At first, he and his wife, Marti, did all the things expected by their friends. He bought
stupid shit like a Jet Ski, even though they didn’t live near water. She bought matching
sweatsuits for a family reunion that wasn’t planned. He got a new Ford F-150. And for a full
week, they went out for lobster every night.
But the restlessness that drove him to Rick’s Liquor to buy Lotto tickets each day of the
week was still there. The unease of life pushed him off the road to stop for “just a couple of
beers” after lunch before getting behind the wheel. The incomplete feeling still settled inside of
him even as the money arrived and then began to dissipate.
Marti mostly bought things for her family, helped her sisters with the groceries, didn’t
skimp on the Little Debbies anymore. But after a couple of weeks, she wanted more. Not more
stuff, not more money, but more security. Isn’t that what millionaires have?
“Maybe we should see one of them lawyers,” she said to Ray. “One that’s been callin’.”
“You can call ’em all you want,” Ray told her. “They just callin’ for your money. They
never called before.”
“We didn’t have no money before,” she said.
“Exactly,” he said. Ray called their purchases “upgradin’.” Just getting better stuff like
new TVs and one of them speakers you can carry around the house.
But Marti was worried it would run out. “He’s actin’ like he’s trying to spend it all,” she
told her sister Bonnie.
“He cain’t spend a million dollars,” Bonnie said.
But he can, Marti thought.
Ray also upped his spending on Lotto tickets from five a day to ten, then twenty, then one
hundred, and by the time the Jet Ski arrived in the driveway, he was spending $500 a day on
tickets.
“You ain’t gonna win again,” Rick would say to him when the line at Rick’s Liquor got
too long as they waited for the machine to spit out tickets, the rat-tat-tat of the machine
drowning out the store noise and everyone else’s patience. Soon the ink would blur and go blank,
and Rick would open the top to change it while waiting customers groaned.
“I’m buyin’ ’em,” Ray would say, “it’s your job to sell ’em. Now sell ’em.”
“You ain’t gonna win again is all I’m saying,” Rick said, noticing the increase in
spending.
Ray was pretty sure Rick was just sore because the winning ticket wasn’t bought at
Rick’s but instead at the 7-Eleven down the street. “Maybe if you’d hurry up, I wouldn’t have to
go someplace else to buy ’em,” Ray said.
Rick focused on changing the ink in the machine. He knew too well that arguing with a
man who was drunk before lunchtime was not a winning strategy for him or his business or the
other customers in line.
“You know I ain’t won nuthin’ yet,” Ray added. below the din of the machine.
Later that afternoon Ray woke to his wife’s angry voice. “When you gonna quit?” Marti

asked him when she found him asleep at the wheel of his new truck parked in their driveway.
He wiped the drool from his cheek and some that slipped down to the steering wheel
where the word FORD was engraved and his saliva pooled. “What time is it?” he asked. “The
numbers been picked yet?”
“You always said if you ever won the Lotto, you would quit work as soon as you could,”
she said. “And now you can.”
“I cain’t,” he said, resting his head on his forearm.
“You can but you ain’t,” she said.
They all expected he would quit. All the guys who drove long haul back and forth to
Pittsburgh. The guys he’d see at the bar or he’d meet at the lunch truck when he wasn’t drinking
at noon. They all said they’d walk away if they won, told him that’s what they would do. But he
didn’t wanna quit. Not yet.
“What would you do?” he asked her with a sadness in his voice she didn’t recognize.
“Would you quit?”
“Why are you still playing the Lotto?” she asked. “You already won.”
“I gotta win,” he said quietly.
“But why are you doin’ it?” she asked. “You play to win. Winning is getting the money.
You already got the money. So why are you playin’?”
He knew the best part of his day was going to Rick’s and buying them tickets. And then,
of course, the waiting. Waiting to see if he’d won, ’til the numbers were announced later that
night. And maybe he was close, only a couple numbers off, and like a good golf shot, that morsel
of good news propelled him to the next day, maybe encouraged a change of strategy, alter the
numbers, vary the last one.
He couldn’t give that up. Marti had just been lucky.
Later that night, sitting at the kitchen table, Marti yelled into the next room: “How many
tickets you buyin’?” The television was screaming at a volume that was not meant to hear the
show as much as it was to drown her out.
“Five hundred,” he said too quietly for her to hear. “And maybe more tomorrow.”
“You’re in early,” Rick said the following day when Ray walked through the door just
after ten in the morning. Ray usually came in later, smelling like he just finished the six-pack
he’d started at lunch.
“Feelin’ lucky,” Ray said.
“It’s better now,” Rick said. “The morning is better because it’s quiet, and no one needs
to wait for Bertha to spit out your five hundred tickets.”
“I’m glad it works for you,” Ray said.
While Bertha belched out tickets, Rick rang him up. “You gettin’ beer, too?” Rick asked.
“I know it’s a little early.”
“Hell, yeah, I’m getting beer. Ever heard of ice?” Ray said.
“Fine,” Rick said and he punched at the cash register. Ray plugged his card into the
reader. A moment later he grabbed it back, and just as he was putting it into his wallet, a sound
came from the machine as a warning, not a welcome. “What the hell, Ray?”
“What?” he answered.
“Put the card back in,” Rick said.
Again Ray stuck it into the machine, fiddled a little with it, but the same warning buzzed
out.
“Your card don’t work,” Rick said.

“Unless you charged me a million bucks, then it works,” Ray said.
“It don’t work,” Rick said.
“It’s your machine,” Ray said.
“It says you’re out of money,” Rick said.
“Jesus Christ, Rick, you want me to start buying my tickets at the 7-Eleven, too? Maybe
it’s luckier over there.”
“Try it again,” Ray said. But after another try and another, it still didn’t work.
“You know I’m good for it,” Ray said.
Rick nodded slowly.
“Don’t I deserve a break?” Ray asked. “I just need a break.”
“You’re a millionaire,” Rick said.
“You know that ain’t mine,” Ray said. “I didn’t earn it.”
“Who earns it?” Rick said. “Your wife was just lucky. And if your number comes up, it’s
because you were lucky too.”
“So I’m not lucky,” Ray said.
“It’s not a game of skill,” Rick said. “Life is not a game of skill, that’s all I’m saying.”
“But I deserve to win,” Ray said. “I deserve it so much more than she does.”
“We all know that.”
“And that’s what makes me so sad, I mean mad.”
“You know I never do this, but I already printed ’em out. So, you can come back
tomorrow and give me a new card or something,” Rick said.
Rick’s brother-in-law was sitting on a milk crate just behind the counter, flipping through
a Playboy. “Maybe ask your wife for some more of that money,” the brother-in-law said without
looking up from his reading.
Ray hadn’t seen him. He looked around, confused, and then exploded, charging the
brother-in-law, sending packs of gum and tiny flashlights flying off the counter.
Rick jumped in between them, pushing Ray back to the other side.
“Ray, you’re a friend,” Rick said. “Now come back tomorrow with the money.” Looking
at his brother-in-law, Rick added, “And you shut the hell up.”
That night Ray finished his beer in the truck before walking into his house. He’d seen
Marti’s sister’s car in the drive and decided he needed more beer in his blood before walking into
an array of bags filled with girl junk. As he stumbled through the door, Marti yelled from the
kitchen, “Is that you?”
He could hear Bonnie and Megan laughing in the other room, a jug of white zinfandel on
the kitchen table. “How was your night?” Marti asked, hoping he would follow her lead of
cheerfulness. He didn’t look at them and kept shuffling.
“Hey, Ray,” one or both of the sisters said.
But he walked straight into the living room, turned on the TV and turned up the volume.
Marti gave them a look and shook her head.
“Where’s the money?” Ray shouted a moment later.
“You guys better go,” Marti said softly.
“Where’s the money?” he yelled again.
“What money?”
“The lottery money.”
“It’s there,” she said. “You know, in the bank.”
“Well, it ain’t because I couldn’t get no money out,” he said.

“Did you spend everything in your account already?”
With a flick of his finger, the television went silent.
“I didn’t know I had a limit,” he said, staggering up from his chair.
“Everyone has a limit, hun,” she said.
“I thought one mil was my limit,” he said.
“Well, I don’t think we want to spend it all.”
He looked into the kitchen. The table was filled with bags from Walmart, T-shirts and
socks pouring out of them.
“You puttin’ me on a budget?” he said. “I never put you on a budget.”
“I always had a budget,” she said. “A budget based on how much you made.”
“And now I’m on a budget based on how much you made?” he shouted.
“We’d better go,” one of the sisters said.
Marti’s face dropped a little and then nodded as her sisters left. They gathered the bags
from the table. Marti waited until they were out the front door before returning to meet Ray’s
glare.
“I don’t want to run outta money,” she said, now talking as loudly as he. “I don’t wanna
be poor.”
“And the money I make made you poor?”
“We spent everything you made.”
“You didn’t make this Lotto money,” he said. “You don’t make more than me.”
“I know I didn’t, it’s luck.”
“And you have it,”
“We have it!”
“I play Lotto every goddam day and don’t win nuthin’. You play once, and you win the
goddamn jackpot. You get the article in the paper. You get the big check,” Ray said, his voice
cracking.
“We get it,” she said again.
“No, we don’t,” he said, slamming an empty beer can to the ground. “They all know I
didn’t win it. I get an allowance.”
The following day Ray slept late. The sun was up, and the room was midday lit when
Marti found him sitting up and rubbing his temples. “You still here?”
“What time is it?” he asked.
“You slept through your alarm,” she said.
“I’m not goin’ in.”
“Did ya quit?”
“Maybe now they’ll fire me.”
“You don’t want it to end like that.”
“They’re expectin’ me to quit anyway.”
“Then go in and quit, but don’t get fired for showin’ up late,” she said. “Don’t leave on
bad terms.”
“They’re my terms,” he said, “so they ain’t bad.”
“If they fire you, it’s their terms. You know why all those Lotto winners quit their jobs?
Because it feels good.”
He pounded his fist into the mattress before kicking his feet over the side of the bed and
stomping into the bathroom. The next time Marti saw him was in the basement of County
Hospital.

Marti was at the grocery with her sisters when the call came in. She didn’t recognize the
number, but she thought maybe it was the lawyer she’d called earlier in the day, the one the
lottery people said she should talk to. But it was one of the police at the hospital. He and his
partner were the first ones on the scene. They couldn’t trace the truck because it still had
temporary plates, which got shredded from the fire hose and washed away.
She pieced together his last hour from three stories: Rick, the police chief, and Kishor at
the 7-Eleven. Ray had gone to Rick’s, who wouldn’t sell him more tickets because he still owed
money from the previous day. “Maybe you are the unlucky one,” were the last words he said to
Rick. Then he drove down to the 7-Eleven.
“He was drunk,” Kishor said.
“How do you know that?” the police had asked.
“He said very mean things,” Kishor said. “He yelled at us, he said we ruin his life. He
wanted tickets but he had no money. I need money for the tickets, I told him.”
“So he didn’t buy any tickets?” Marti asked.
“I could not sell him tickets,” Kishor said. “He did not have money.”
“And then what?” the police had asked him.
Ray left the 7-Eleven, got into his new truck, and drove it with outsized force through the
plate glass front of the store. The chief said it was an accident. “He put the car into drive instead
of reverse. It rammed through the front window of the store. The force sheared off the top of the
truck, and the neon Budweiser sign crashed down into the car, electrocuting Ray again and again
and again.”
“I don’t think he wanted to hurt me,” Kishor said. “I think he just tried to leave. He was
very drunk.”
“I want to see the truck,” Marti said.
They brought her to the dump where his truck lay, headless, the rain washing the inside.
She climbed into the front seat, shattered glass, debris from the store ceiling, and stacks of soggy
Lotto tickets. It was an accident, she told herself. No way he would ruin this new truck. She
found more tickets in the glove box and brought all the soiled tickets home and hung them from
the shower curtain rod with laundry clips.
When the numbers were drawn that night, she wrote them down and brought the paper
into the bathroom, where she checked the hundreds of tickets. Her heart pounded as she ticked
them off, one, then another, through the long lineup. Marti was halfway through the string of
tickets when she found the winner. “Oh, my God,” she said quietly to herself. “He won.” She
carefully pulled the ticket from the stream and called Bonnie to meet her at Rick’s. When she
pulled into the near-empty parking lot, tears filled her eyes. If he only knew, if only he knew.
“He won,” she said, screaming as she ran up to her sister, waving the ticket in the air. “He
won.” They hugged, and now Bonnie cried too. They went inside and told Rick he was gonna get
a good payoff.
“Who won?” he asked, pouring them each a double whiskey from an open bottle he kept
behind the counter.
“Ray won this time,” she said.
Rick studied the ticket while they drank. “You know I didn’t sell him nuthin’ today,”
Rick said.
“But this ticket was bought here, right?” Marti asked.
Slowly Rick looked up at the women, who’d already finished their drinks. “These tickets
are from last month,” he said. “These ain’t winning numbers.”

“They are,” Marti said.
“These are old.” Bonnie said, looking at the date on the ticket.
“He lost,” Rick said.
“He won,” Marti said back at Rick.
“The numbers are from the wrong day,” he said. “Today’s drawing can’t match last
month’s ticket.”
“He picked the winning number,” she said.
“That ain’t how it works,” Rick said.
“How what works?” she said. “Luck? Luck only happens on a single day?”
“The Lotto,” Bonnie said. “You cain’t just bring in an old ticket and call it a winner.”
“Yeah,” Rick said. “It’s a loser.”
And then, looking at the two of them, she paused and took in a deep breath and said: “He
died a winner, you hear? He picked the winning numbers. Luck don’t happen on the day you
decide. He hoped for it. He worked for it. He got it.”
“That ain’t how luck works,” Rick said.
“Says who?” Marti said. “Says who?”

Winter Walk at the Lake
- Joyce Compton Brown
The prime color was gray with orange-clay
waters and sodden leaves, umber at our feet,
a winter day hiding all hope of green,
as if the rapture had occurred, none of us
had been deemed worthy, and we were left
here in life’s aftermath.
We’d walked in shirtsleeves yesterday,
though God seemed to be rumbling
in his sleep, maybe even blasting a curse
or two, or so it seemed. Trees fell,
their bare roots showing how fragile
their magnificent hold upon this earth.
Now, in the chill, the pines and oaks,
those spared yesterday’s gleaning,
were holding their breath, awaiting
the next Decision. Not even the squirrels
were out dashing through running cedar,
up the short-leaf pines, as they usually did.
The birds were tiny, fidgety among the alder
twigs ‒ you’d think a leaf would move
among the silhouettes ‒ a sparrow,
a gray-green cardinal. The sky gave up a flake
or two with no promise of more. Our feet
shifting in the depth of brown foliage,
we walked around high waters, at last
climbing steps designed for ease and order,
till we came to the new mown grass,
the skinny planted trees, the concrete
and brick ‒ familiar markings of humankind.
Still, in this month of God’s seeming moodiness
and man’s desperation, there was a chorus
in the land of in between ‒ juncos new-black
and white, finches daring rose-pink among brown
and white stripes, even a displaced house wren,
the annual gathering of bluebirds,
the swapping of love songs for spring singing.
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